FIPUG ENERGY EFFICIENCY
OBSERVATIONS
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THE LEGISLATURE GAVE
DIRECTION 27 YEARS AGO
• § 366.82 Florida Statutes Definition; goals; plans;
programs; annual reports; energy audits.—
• “… 2) The commission shall adopt appropriate goals
for increasing the efficiency of energy consumption and
(1) increasing the development of cogeneration,
specifically including goals designed to (2) increase the
conservation of expensive resources, such as
petroleum fuels, to (3) reduce and control the growth
rates of electric consumption, and (4) to reduce the
growth rates of weather-sensitive peak demand …”
• (Numbers and emphasis supplied for reference below).
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• 1.
What is each cost
effectiveness test designed to achieve ?

STAKEHOLDERS DESIRES
WITH RESPECT TO
CONSERVATION PROGRAMS
ARE DIFFERENT
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•

A. The utility problem: Meet the directive without reducing revenue.
They focus on item (4) to achieve compliance by managing peak load

•

B. Environmentalists. Focus on items (2) and (3) to reduce expensive
fuel use and curb growth. Customer bill increases are less important
than stemming growth. They propose a plan to pay utilities to refrain
from producing electricity. It is called “decoupling and is similar to
the parity programs to support depression era farmers.

• C. FIPUG and other large business that must show a profit to
survive focus on the cost of electricity. They use (1) when they have
waste heat or can use the fuel they buy for multiple tasks.
• They work diligently to achieve (2) - (4) to reduce their electric bill
• Large businesses would use other devices with very little additional
incentive to do so. Congress, DOE and other observers conclude that
industry is a fertile field for greater energy efficiency efforts.
• Mr. Lilly’s presentation will give examples of viable conservation
programs that have been rejected by utilities on the premise that they
are not cost effective.
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RECENTLY FILED UTILITY 10
YEAR SITE PLANS AND THE
COST OF POWER PLANT
CONSTRUCTION SHOW A
COMPELLING NEED FOR
MORE CONSERVATION
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FIPUG OBSERVATIONS
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2. Are the methods capturing all
of the benefits and costs of energy
efficiency?
• FIPUG: No. Because utility fuel cost is
now recovered through the guaranteed
fuel cost recovery mechanism. Fuel cost
savings don’t count. They are off set by
lost fuel cost recovery revenue. The RIM
test effectively enables utilities to maintain
sales by finding that most fuel saving and
growth control programs are not cost
effective.
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Simplified
Hypothetical Application of RIM
Test to Industrial Program that
Saves 1 Million KWH
Cost / Benefit
Items

Impact on
Utility
Revenue

Fuel Cost
Savings

Base Energy Charge (18,250)
(at $0.018 )
Fuel Charge
(at $0.045)
Total

(45,190)
(63,440)

45,190
45,190
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3. How these methods impact the
level of conservation goals.
• Ironically demand side programs are
controlled by the supply side operators
who profit from sale of electricity. Tends
to discourage conservation
• Present application of the RIM test kills
most potential industrial programs.
• Mr. Lilly’s presentation and the preceding
example of the application of the RIM
test shows how.
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4. Whether the methods should be modified to address
other concerns
•

•

•

FIPUG: In a democratic society regulatory policy responds to perceived opportunities
and crises. In the 1950’s nuclear was the way to go. In the 1970s after the OPEC oil
crisis the fuel use act was enacted to discourage the use of oil and gas as a fuel. Coal
became the fuel of choice. The FPSC authorized surcharging customers to build
transmission lines to get coal generated electricity from Georgia and to pay the extra
cost of building new coal plants. After 3MI, nuclear became a scourge to be avoided at
all costs. In the 1990s when gas deregulation resulted in a 75% drop in the price of
natural gas, natural gas became the way to go, but the low cost of building gas plants
resulted in these plants being used to evaluate avoided plant cost in conservation plans.
This adversely impacted many conservation programs. The new generation plan of
choice focuses again on nuclear. The cycle is now complete and starting over with
climate concerns in the wind.
One of the unanticipated results of not building new power plants is the
monumental cost increase during the interim. FPL states that the cost to build a
combined cycle natural gas burning power plant will be $565/KW compared to
$4,431/KW to “uprate” a nuclear plant. PEF’s rate base expands 400%.

The use of these new avoided plant costs need to be incorporated into
cost effectiveness tests for conservation programs. The rim test should
be amended to remove fuel cost recovery revenue.
– CONCERN: CAN CUSTOMERS AFFORD BIG RATE INCREASES TO
SUPPORT CONSERVATION?
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•

A NATIONAL COMPARISON OF
RESIDENTIAL RATES SORTED BY
THE SIZE OF CUSTOMER’S
MONTHLY BILLS SHOWS THE
LIMITED OPPORTUNITY IN
FLORIDA TO RAISE RATES TO
ACHIEVE CONSERVATION.
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5. Inclusion and quantification of noneconomic costs and benefits.
• FIPUG is strongly opposed. Sound regulation should be
restricted to a quantifiable economic model. Regulation
should refrain from responding to the popular political
idea of the moment to promote conservation programs
irrespective of their cost consequences. Conservation
programs should be evaluated by approving the ones
which give customers the biggest bang for the buck.
• Florida’s bills are already among the highest in the
nation. Customers currently adversely impacted by
insurance costs and ad valorem taxes can ill afford
exponential electric rate increases. Business can possibly
respond by moving production out of the state or
increasing the cost for essential commodities, but these
actions are counterproductive.
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